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IMPROVING HOUSES

SELLING VEGETABLE BASKETS
www.poreso.org!
www.facebook.com/poresoperu!

Buenos dias a todos,

!

Por Eso! is about to start its seventh year in Peru. As always,
this year is also focused on using our vegetable gardens
and greenhouses to ensure food security in our
communities. And it’s going well! The harvests are now so
abundant that we have started to assist our first group of
families (37 of them) to enter the local markets with their
produce.
Other things on our 2015 to-do list:
- Find more financial partners!
"!Build 36 family greenhouses
- Carry out home improvements in approximately 300
homes.
- Provide weekly farming and cooking classes to 245
children.
- Provide weekly cooking classes, and (with a frequency
that will be tapering of slowly) farming classes to 200
parents.
- Plant quinoa
- Start cultivating heirloom potatoes
- Install project water reservoirs

!

All 5 team members of the Peruvian team are working
almost completely autonomously now. And this means
that we (Jolanda and Simone) are dedicating more and
more of our time to supervising operations and planning
for the future, to expand to further communities. But at the
top of our to-do list remains finding new partners to
support Por Eso! financially. Any tips you might have for
this are more than welcome. Do you know a school that is
looking for a charity for its next charity run, have you not
become a monthly giver yet but would like to, are you
going to have a birthday party but have no need for gifts:
email us!
Enjoy reading the newsletter and don’t hesitate to write us
with questions and ideas.

!

Saludos fromPeru,
Jolanda Buets en Simone Heemskerk
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DURING THE PERUVIAN SUMMER BREAK…

Tiracancha Alta

Cconchacalla

Inquilpata
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Sasicancha

Chiccimarca

Chaupimayo

K’elloccocha

Sayllafaya

We’ll just mention it again…
Eradicating poverty starts with smallscale agriculture

!

The inhabitants of the 9 communities have an
enormous potential to improve their living
conditions and reduce their poverty levels, but
they are lacking the know-how and the means
to make their soil fertile again and grow crops.
Together we’ll make sure that the inhabitants
(often women) will ultimately become selfsufficient and escape from their hunger and
poverty-stricken situation. How? By teaching
them farming techniques and how to enter the
local markets.

!

http://www.ifad.org/events/gc/38/rural_transformation.htm)

2015 also sees the continuation of our “Familias Saludables” program me (Healthy Families). Por
Eso! wants to improve approximately 300 houses this year (in 2014 we managed 386). To do so
we’re following the guidelines from the step-by-step WHO programme developed and recognized
within Latin America, “Familias Saludables” (Healthy Families):!(h%p://www.who.int/indoorair/
interven4ons/an4gua03.pdf).!One of the things we do as part of the program, is install kitchenettes that
require less wood or manure and don’t emit smoke inside the house. We also make sure to
separate the bedroom from the kitchen and ensure animals aren’t kept in either of these. Finances
permitting, we also team up with the families to build closets and a natural fridge.

!

www.poreso.org!
www.facebook.com/poresoperu!
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...and the winners are....
These are the 5th grade students of Tiracancha Alta. At the end of the school
year (in the beginning of December), we reward the best gardening
students with a prize: a backpack filled with school supplies. This is why they’re
holding up their notebooks filled with pride (or disappointment, see photo on the far right
below). Pedro Luis Huaman Quispe was the best student in 6th grade this year in Tiracancha
Alta. We rewarded the best students across all 9 communities.
The school holidays officially finished on the 7th of March. Unfortunately we know out of
experience that the classes don’t start back up immediately. The school still has to get
organised because every year a large part of the teachers and directors get changed.
However, the conversations we are now having regularly with the Regional Ministry of
Education are filling us with hope. The new director wants to implement the Por Eso!
programme in many more schools by training regular teachers through Por Eso! Alright, so
far they are mostly plans (or even just talk), but what a difference in with 7 years ago when
we had to fight so much even just to get a meeting with the Ministry.

www.poreso.org!
www.facebook.com/poresoperu!
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BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE
We’ve written about it before, but we’re so proud of the support we’re getting from the Creemos
group in Peru! This group was created in Lima with the specific purpose to support Por Eso! And
this passionate group of ladies really does know how to
achieve a goal. They are the best fundraisers but also help
Por Eso! with a variety of activities. Thank to Creemos we
got the right contacts within ministries and with possible
funders, but they also source second-hand computers,
medicines and for example dentists for a dental campaign.
Thanks to Creemos and their network a big part of our
funding now comes from Peruvians, from within and
outside Peru. Anchoring Por Eso! Perú this way, both in a
material sense and perception-wise, is incredibly

January 2015: Creemos member Jocelyn
Stock organised a Charity Lunch in Dubai

important for us in the long term.

These photos were taken by Andres Wallach. And he has many more beautiful images. When you buy a picture, the
proceeds will go to benefit Por Eso! http://andrewhuaran.smugmug.com/Landscapes/Huaran-Peru-and-around/

Ernesto Zulliger was at the height of a successful career as a financial consultant
in Switzerland. When he turned 50 he made a U-turn and in 2013 he founded the
charity Porvenir Perú. He started dedicating himself to help those that had been
less lucky than him and weren’t born in a wealthy democracy. Just like us he
also chose Peru. Ernesto stayed with Por Eso! for a while observing our projects
and has since become a close friend. He learned from us and we learned from
him. Porvenir Perú has now started its own projects and is also supporting the
community Ttio where Por Eso! runs it projects too. It’s inspiring to work with him.
Find out more about Porvenir Perú http://www.porvenirperu.org/
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Por Eso! always works with a reward and
encouragement system. We never just give away
things. Involvement and cooperation are number
1priorities in the execution of our projects. You earn
your own family greenhouse by having good
attendance at the farming classes, starting your own
family vegetable garden, working together and
showing you are really invested and skilled. This is
also known as “local ownership” in development
cooperation jargon.

Prrringg…long break

!In 2015 a minimum of 500
children will get a healthy
school lunch 2 to 3 times a
week, made with homegrown
vegetables.

!
NewBiz

In March we started selling organic vegetable
baskets, full of fresh produce that the communities
harvested but don’t need for their own consumption.
We’re starting slowly, with around 7 baskets a week.
This way the community members get to learn how
to deliver the produce and how the market works.
Transport is proving a challenge. For the time being
we are bringing the produce in by car. Or the
teachers bring it in crates on the back of their
motorbikes.
The reactions in the Valley are incredibly positive:
you get organic vegetables and at the same time
support the communities high up in the mountains.
And this is how the vegetable garden project is slowly
becoming an income-generating project.

The Panza Verde restaurant is no longer in business. It
turned out to be a lot of work to run alongside the main
activities of the foundation. The problem was certainly not
a lack of success. A pity… but to be honest there is a much
higher potential for sales for the community

www.poreso.org!
www.facebook.com/poresoperu!

members with the sales of the vegetable
baskets.
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ADDITIONAL PROGRAMMES

- Planting quinoa
- (Re)-introducing the cultivation of heirloom potatoes
- Creating small water reservoirs
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With our Peruvian team we have achieved many amazing things. They are
professionals in their field who we learn from, and in their turn they learn from
us. Who would have thought 7 years ago, that the foundation would make
such great strides? People often ask us how much longer we’d like to keep
going and how much more we’d like to grow.
Considering Por Eso!’s success, there is no reason to stop for now. On
the contrary: we’re here to stay for some time to come!
We could grow quite a lot in size, but that’s not an option until we’re
totally convinced that the families can continue without Por Eso!, when we can be 100% sure
that we have helped them permanently escape from a life of extreme poverty, and that’s
when there will be room to start working with a new community. This is probably going to
happen in 2016. We’re incredibly proud of our team and of where we are. Without them we
would never have gotten the results that we have. See you in the next newsletter! And if that’s
too long from now, check us out on Facebook (www.facebook.com/poresoperu)!where we
regularly post updates.

Jolanda en Simone

Team
Por Eso!
Perú
left Lutgardo (team coordinator) , right Walter (teacher)

Juan (teacher)

Iris (administration/supervision)

Simone

Jolanda

teacher José

The Por Eso! office has moved to: Villa
Estudiantes 6-D – Calca, Perú
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